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My NARAM-41 Report, or
Musings of a Retiring B Divisioner
by Ryan Coleman
Ok, first off, for those of you who were at NARAM
and don't recognize me by name, I am the B
divisioner with red hair dyed to match his facial
hair. Yes, it is true, I am really out of B division
now, so Bill Dauphin and Andy Jackson don't have
to put in that emergency RCP preventing facial hair
in junior divisions.
I arrived Sunday about 11:30 in New Kensington or
wherever NARAM was. I pulled into the Burger
King for a bite to eat and saw Peter Alway. I've
managed to see Peter at three launches this year so
we had already talked quite a bit. Anyway, we
talked, he talked me into all his new books
(especially the supplement to ROTW containing my
Sport Scale project for this year).
I drove out to the range and sport flew a bit, talked
to others, met Bill Stine, etc. I flew my Fractal
Explorer on a B6-4 and my MicroTaz on a A2-0.
Mildly entertaining. The field was as small as
reported, but the vendor's midway was complete
with a food stand along with all the rocket stuff you
could imagine. I milled around and talked to
people, sat under the contestant's prep area and
talked to Bob Kaplow for awhile, compared Fractal
Explorers, etc. I saw Al de la Iglesia for the first
time in years, and talked to what's left of Launch
Crue now that they've lost their B divisioners.
I don't remember Sunday's evening activities well,
probably because the Competitor's Briefing was the
usual. Since I had all my rockets built for the next
day, I think I went to bed somewhat on time.
I got to the field and decided to take advantage of

the low winds to try and get a returned helicopter
model first flight. Up it went on A2-3 power and
down in came after another wimpy Apogee charge
failed to burn the string. It was loose when it came
back, very charred, just not burned through. The
casing was touching the string. Oh well. I put a C67 in my payload model, pistoned it and got a good
first flight. It wouldn't place unless I walked around
and finally bought a C10-7 from somebody. I
watched a lot of people lose their models on
parachutes, but used my super secret short shroud
line strategy both flights to get mine back. I wound
up in first place with the flight and a toasted model.
I was also privileged to see Glenn Feveryear's 721
meter 'anomaly' flight recovered about 20 feet from
the pad.
I did range duty sometime, and then spent the
afternoon thermal hunting on my last two helicopter
flights. During my range duty inside the data shack
(Dick Freed's trailer) I heard a woosh-”heads up”prang. It seems John Viggiano of the Boland
Brothers Team thought one of his C Payload flights
should've been reduced better and was obviously
our fault so he proceeded to prang his HD model
two feet away from me. I was glad I was behind a
metal barrier of some sort. Although I'm sure his
nephew will be blamed, I made some remarks about
never doing numbers punching in anything less
than a data shack again. I missed thermals on the first
(Continued on page 8)
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Editor’s Thermal

Substance with Style

Volume 13, Number 4
Stardust is published bimonthly by the
Albany, Schenectady, Troy Rocket
Enthusiasts (ASTRE), Section #471 of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).
You may contact us via:
Jeff Vincent, Box 523,
Slingerlands, NY 12159
jvincent@wizvax.net
Wolf von Kiparski,
46 Tremont Street,
Albany, NY 12205.
wolf@netheaven.com

I hope you’re in the mood to do some serious reading this time around.
Not much in the way of neat plans or pretty pictures, but some very
solid articles. First off, NARAM-41 survivor Ryan Coleman has
granted permission to publish his account of his NARAM experiences.
And stayed tuned for the next issue (coming soon), which will feature
Peter “Nerd of the Year” Alway’s NARAM tale. I think they offer a
personal insight you don’t normally see in the SpRocketry coverage.
Next, one of my favorite topics, Plastic Model Conversion. We’re going
to be holding the event this fall, so I’ve reprinted an article that tells you
pretty darn near everything you would want to know about how to build
for the event. So you’ve got no excuses come October — let’s see a
gaggle of PMCs at that meet!
— Jeff Vincent

ASTRE Online
http://www.netheaven.com/~wolf/astre.html

Newsletter Drone: Jeff Vincent.

President’s Palaver

Captain Copy & Dictator of the Digital
Domain: Wolf von Kiparski.

President Wolf shared the following membership info with us recently:

Contributions by: Ryan Coleman, Mark
Hutchinson, Jeff Vincent, and Wolf
von Kiparski.

Statistics (the fun part nerdy guys like me can't resist...)
* Total ASTRE "unit" membership - 20
("units" mean things like paid individual and family memberships)
* Total estimated "actual" membership - 30
("actual" including all the family members who fly rockets)
* Estimated launch attendance for 1999 - 83%
(based on "actual" membership and participating in at least one launch)

Contrast these figures to what ASTRE was like when I joined in 1994
* unit membership - 9
* actual membership - 11
* estimated launch attendance (1995) - 90%
ASTRE membership more than doubled recently! Almost tripled when
you count actual members! These are spectacular figures, and ASTRE
is beginning to look like a large rocket club.
Please take a moment to think about how ASTRE can be improved, and
e-mail me or talk to me with your suggestions/recommendations. It is
my hope that all of our new members stay with ASTRE, and continue
to participate in our activities. Your feedback is much appreciated, and
I'll e-mail everyone a list of your requests so that we can begin to work
on them.

PMCs, PMCs, everywhere...
A random plastic snapshot, this time of
a 1/144 Titan missile with clear fins.
Let’s see your PMC in October!
Page 2 of 12

Thanks for giving me the opportunity to get to know you. And a special
hello to our newest members: Neil Benassi & Alex DeMarco.
— Wolf von Kiparski
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Plastic Model Conversions
Ten Rules For Design And Construction
by Jeff Vincent
reprinted from Star-Date 4.89
Plastic Model Conversion (PMC) is one of the most
interesting and difficult competition events. Its interest
lies in taking a static plastic model not intended for
flight and turning it into a safe, stable rocket-powered
vehicle. There is a certain perversity in this act:
spending hours constructing and detailing a model, only
to offer it up to the Rocket Gods. Most people find PMC
to be a difficult event; it has one of the lowest
qualification rates among NAR events. However, with
proper preparation, it can be relatively easy to fly. One
of the biggest pitfalls in PMC is concentrating too much
on building a beautiful model
while neglecting the fundamental
requirements of model rocket
flight. It is for this reason that I
am devoting this article solely to
basic design and construction: it
is that important. With this
article and some time spent
building and practicing, you too
can become proficient at PMC.
Rule 1: Safety
As with all model rockets, safety is always a paramount
consideration. PMCs are prone to particular safety
problems, so this should be kept in mind while
developing a PMC. One problem area is the recovery
system. Due to the sometimes peculiar design and the
greater forces involved, PMC recovery systems are
failure-prone. Another item is stability. Due to the shape
and mass configuration of some PMCs, they are difficult
to stabilize. A final consideration is the mass of the
model. Injection-molded styrene plastic is very dense
compared to typical model rocket materials, so PMCs
tend to be massive. This can create a greater hazard in
case of mishap. You should be reasonably sure that your
model will function correctly (paying particular
attention to the items mentioned above), either through
calculation or flight testing. Remember to conduct any
preliminary flight testing in complete isolation from
bystanders. Only through strict adherence to the Safety
Code can we guarantee a reasonable margin of safety
when flying PMCs.
Rule 2: Model Selection
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Model selection is one of the fundamental questions in
PMC. PMC was once restricted only to spacecraft but,
in the '70s, jets were allowed in the event (due to a lack
of plastic spacecraft kits). Both types of kits have their
respective benefits and liabilities. Spacecraft kits are
generally easier to convert, due to their inherent
similarity to model rockets, but they often require clear
plastic fins and usually aren't as detailed as jets. Jet kits,
while being harder to convert, offer more opportunities
for super-detailing.
A model must meet several criteria before it should be
considered as a PMC. Is there a place to put the motor
(s)? (You don't know how many kits I've bought, only
to find the jet nozzle or the body diameter is too small.)
How about room for a parachute? Is there a suitable way
to implement the recovery system? Will it be stable? If
not, how much work will be required to make it stable?
If you can answer
these questions to
your satisfaction,
you are probably on
the road to a
successful PMC.
Rule 3:
Boilerplating
Boilerplating is a
term which is often
used, but rarely explained. What does it mean?
Boilerplating is the practice of flight-testing a nondetailed model to prove its flightworthiness. The term is
based upon similar practice in the aerospace industry. I
believe that the greatest difficulty that people have with
PMCs is building and flying an unfamiliar model. While
it takes some extra effort and dollars to build two
models, boilerplating and practice flying are necessary
to guarantee success. It is the only sure way to know that
your model will fly as you expect it to. Try to make the
boilerplate as close as practical (in a functional sense) to
the model you intend to build: use the same motor(s),
recovery system, mass, and CG location. Repeated
boilerplate flights also help to practice unusual recovery
or launch techniques and may provide ideas for
improvements to the design of your PMC. (One of Jeff's
Rules Of Rocketry: "By the time you've finished
building the first one, you know how to build the next
one better." Take advantage of this.)
Rule 4: Power Selection
Power selection is important. You don't want to build a
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model only to see it barely clear the rod and crash.
Weight is a big problem with PMCs. The density of the
plastic and the nose-weight required by some kits for
stability often make a PMC much heavier than you
would guess. This must be considered when selecting
your motor(s). A good rule of thumb is one Newtonsecond of total impulse for every ten to twenty-five
grams of total lift-off weight. For the mathematically
inclined:

modeling, means that the plastic model is treated merely
as an external shell, the true rocket is a virtually selfsufficient entity contained within this shell. Thus, this
internal rocket must have a secure motor mount, an
airtight recovery compartment, and a recovery device,
much like any other rocket. This is usually
accomplished with one or more paper tubes securely
mounted within the plastic body. There is usually little
space to spare within PMCs, so careful design is
important here.

Total impulse = mass / 25 to mass / 10.
As an example, a half pound model (227 gm) should be
powered by at least 9.1 Nsec (a typical C), or up to 22.7
Ns (a full D or low E). You should also be careful to
stay within the manufacturer's maximum lift-off mass
recommendation for the motor selected.
Why a maximum power limit? Many plastic models
(particularly jets) have aerodynamic asymmetries. While
they may behave at lower speeds, a fast, high-power
flight may cause the model to diverge from a straight
ballistic flight path (or at least give it a longer flight
path, exaggerating any minor deviations). A nice lowpower lob to 100-200 meters is the most prudent. You
also don’t want to run the risk of flying your model
away either, now do you?
Generally speaking, composite motors are more reliable
than black powder motors, so they are a good
investment for PMC flying. Their lower weight also
reduces overall model
weight and moves the
CG forward, enhancing
stability. Be aware that
some motors have a
strong and hot ejection
charge; build your
model to accommodate
this.
Some models require
clustered motors (or, to
be optimistic, offer the opportunity for same). You
should practice this extensively to be sure it will work.
Nothing is more fun than a pound of cartwheeling
plastic with only one motor lit, right? A simple test
model (or your boilerplate) can be flown to gain clusterignition proficiency.
Rule 5: Overall Conversion Design
PMC designers usually make use of the “rocket-withina-rocket” concept. This idea, often utilized in scale
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Aside from the motor mount and recovery system design
(discussed below), there must be some method to guide
the model at launch. The most popular is a heavy-duty
launch lug and rod. Carefully mount the lug so it is
parallel to the direction of flight (in both axes) and so
the rod will pass freely through it. Use a rod which is
large enough to adequately guide the model (3/16” to
1/4” by 4' to 6' is good). There is little incentive (and, in
some cases, great risk) in using an alternate launch
method.
Rule 6: Motor Mount Design
The motor mount must hold the motor(s) securely in
alignment throughout the flight. Motor hooks may be
used, but they should not be relied upon. There are often
great compression forces at ejection due to the small
parachute compartment, making ejected motors an all
too common sight. Taping the motor into the mount,
taping down the motor hook to the motor, or developing
an alternate method to secure
the motor are ways to combat
this. The motor mount is usually
attached to the parachute
compartment, and this must be
leak-proof to ensure ejection.
The mode of ejection and the
separation point is often dictated
by the shape of the PMC. Use
common sense here and test any
experimental designs
extensively.
Rule 7: Recovery System Design
The recovery system must be adequate for the mass of
the PMC. This means that the shock cord and parachute
must be strong enough to withstand the forces of
deployment and that the ‘chute must be large enough to
softly cushion the landing to minimize damage. While
this might sound like the perfect job for a nylon 'chute,
the cramped parachute compartment typically makes a
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reinforced plastic ‘chute a virtual necessity. The
attachment point of the recovery system may be
optimized to protect particularly vulnerable areas of the
model from damage. And, yes, you must use a
parachute. Only the tiniest of PMCs can use streamers,
and PMCs don’t glide very well!
Stability
Attaining aerodynamic stability is one of the primary
challenges for PMC-builders. For this reason, the final
three design rules are devoted to the principles of
designing stable PMCs. These principles were
formulated for asymmetrical jet PMCs, although they
also apply to other PMCs. (Actually, these principles
apply to all model rockets. However, the symmetrical
design of most model rockets tends to make the final
two rules less obvious.)
Rule 8: Static Stability
This is the plain old static stability which
to every model rocket. For the uninitiated:
Every object has a theoretical point about
which its mass is equally balanced. This is
known as its Center of Gravity (CG). Any
object rotating freely in space will rotate
about its CG. Every object moving
through the air has a theoretical point
about which the aerodynamic pressures
are equally balanced (50%-50%). This is known as the
Center of Pressure (CP). Now picture a weathervane: it
must have more force behind its pivot point than ahead
of it to point it into the wind. Likewise, a rocket must
have more force behind its pivot point (CG) to point it
into the relative wind (direction of flight). Thus, for a
model rocket to be stable, it must have its CP behind (aft
of) its CG, applying more than 50% of the aerodynamic
force behind the CG. When a model has a sufficient
static stability margin, it can return to its correct flight
path if it is disturbed.
The CG can be determined by simply balancing the
model in flight condition (with motor, recovery system,
etc.) or through calculation. (This is the longitudinal
CG, measured from nose to tail). The CP can be
Pitch Axis

CG CP
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Yaw Axis

CG

CP

determined by two methods. The cardboard cut-out
method involves balancing a cardboard cut-out of the
shape of the model to determine its Center of Lateral
Area (CLA). This is a conservative (more forward)
approximation of the CP. A second method is the
Barrowman CP equations. Since most plastic jets are
asymmetrical, they must be stabilized in both the pitch
(nose up-down) and yaw axes (nose left-right). This
means that you must determine its CP in each axis of
rotation. Although jets are asymmetrical (which violates
a basic assumption of the Barrowman equations), they
can often be idealized for calculation purposes as fourfinned (winged) models in the pitch axis. Most jets are
distinctly asymmetrical in the yaw axis, so you must rely
on a CLA analysis. Typically, jet PMCs have a much
more forward pitch axis CP (due to their forward wing
surface), so the yaw axis CP is usually the least of your
worries. This is also the reason I tend to align myself
with a wingtip of a suspicious jet PMC: it may pitch up
or down, but there is very little
chance it will yaw left or right
towards me.
The margin of stability (the
distance between the CG and CP)
is usually expressed in calibers,
or multiples of maximum body
diameter. The CP should be at
least O.5 to 1.0 calibers behind
the CG. What can you do if it
isn’t? You have two options: move the CG forward, or
move the CP rearward (or a combination of both) until
you have a sufficient stability margin. Moving the CG
forward usually entails adding nose-weight to the model
(the traditional macho PMC method). The alternative is
to move the CP rearward by adding clear plastic fins (for
wimps only!). Seriously, though, it's up to you to
determine the best method for your particular
application. Adjust the model until the you have a
sufficient stability margin in both axes.
While this theoretical approach works well, those of you
with some experience know that the only way to prove a
model is stable is to fly it. There are some cases in
which the analytical methods fail. This is why
boilerplate testing is so important. You may also have
noted that some of these tests require testing a finished
model (such as determining the CG) and may result in
significantly altering the model (adding nose-weight or
fins). This is another reason to test a boilerplate; then all
of the modifications can be incorporated in your final
model, without marring its pristine finish. Boilerplate
testing can also be used to diagnose stability problems.
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If your model does cartwheels (usually in the pitch axis)
and thrashes about randomly, the problem is most likely
an inadequate stability margin. (NOTE: I am not
recommending flight testing as a primary design tool,
but as a method of diagnosing problems when
something goes wrong. Do not fly your model unless
you are reasonably sure it will be safe and stable.)
Rule 9: Reduce Aerodynamic Rotational
Moments
Static stability helps a model to maintain a straight flight
if the model is disturbed. The next two rules are aimed
at minimizing any disturbing forces. The first goal is to
minimize aerodynamic forces which tend to rotate the
model about its CG. This means that the flying surfaces
should not produce any lift during boost. This is
typically achieved by aligning the flight surfaces with
the direction of flight (i.e., they should be at zero angle
of attack). The instantaneous direction of flight is the
thrust-line of the motor(s). The thrust-line can be easily
determined by placing a slightly undersized tube or
dowel in the motor mount. In the case of clusters, you
must compute an average thrust-line (equidistant
between the motors, assuming the motors are the same).
In the yaw axis this is not a problem, since most jets
have their rudder aligned with the direction of flight. In
the pitch axis, care must be taken to align the flying
Pitch Axis

Yaw Axis

STABILIZER

WING

THRUST LINE

RUDDER

surfaces with the thrust-line. This is particularly
important with models which allow such surfaces to be
glued on at variable angles of attack (such as all-moving
stabilators). There are two methods of achieving this:
changing the thrust-line or changing the angle of attack
of the flying surfaces. Due to the space restrictions
within PMCs, altering the thrust-line is not always
feasible. This means that you must rotate the flying
surfaces to be parallel with the thrust-line. While minor
deviations can be tolerated, the best results come from
perfect aerodynamic alignment.
In flight testing, poor alignment of the flying surfaces
will result in a regular looping. The severity of the
looping will be dependent upon the square of the
airspeed, meaning it will get exponentially worse as the
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model gains speed (although such models rarely get
going very fast before they crash). Another
manifestation of aerodynamic misalignment is rolling.
This is caused by a flying surface at an angle of attack
which is not balanced by a similar opposite force (such a
one warped wing which is not balanced by its unwarped
companion). While some people intentionally roll their
models for stability purposes, I find a straight, solid
boost far more impressive (and indicative of a better
design and construction job).
Rule 10: Reduce Thrust Rotational
Moments
Our second goal is to minimize thrust forces which tend
to rotate the model about its CG. This means that the
thrust-line should pass through the CG. This, once
again, must be accomplished in both the yaw and pitch
axes. For the yaw analysis, we need to determine the
lateral CG location (measured from wingtip to wingtip).
Assuming the mass of your model is laterally
symmetrical, the lateral CG can be assumed to be at the
location of the longitudinal CG, equidistant between the
wingtips. In the pitch axis, we must determine the
vertical CG (measured from the top to the bottom of the
fuselage). To do this, first mark a vertical line on the
side of the fuselage indicating the location of the
longitudinal CG. Then suspend the model by the top of
its rudder(s), and drop a plumb line from the suspension
point. The point at which the plumb line intersects the
longitudinal CG line will be the vertical CG. Do this
carefully to avoid any parallax errors (or dropping your
model!).
For most PMC jets, there will be no problem in the yaw
axis, due to symmetry. In the pitch axis, some models
present problems (particularly those with low-slung
Pitch Axis

CG

THRUST LINE

Yaw Axis

CG
THRUST LINE

engine pods, such as the F-4 Phantom). There are two
solutions: changing the thrust-line or changing the
vertical CG location. As stated before, altering the
thrust-line is not always practical. The primary fix is to
change the model's mass characteristics by lightening or
adding weight to its vertical extremities to shift the
vertical CG. As an example: in the case of the F-4 with a
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thrust-line below the vertical CG, weighted wing-tanks
can be added to lower the vertical CG to meet the thrustline.
In flight testing, poor thrust-line alignment will also
result in a regular looping. However, the severity of the
looping will be dependent upon the thrust of the motor
(s). With most motors (those with a spike at ignition),
this means the looping will be most severe at launch and
will be reduced (or even cease) during the sustainer and
coast (assuming it hasn't crashed yet). This explanation
should point out some of the hazards inherent in
clustering motors, such as an asymmetrical motor
arrangement or if all of the motors don't ignite
simultaneously.
It is also very important to remember the effect on the
other stability parameters when we are altering the CG
location, thrust-line, or aerodynamic surfaces. Make sure
you do not make your model stable in one mode only to
make it unstable in
another!

Manufacturer News
The new Michael’s craft store opened late in August at
the Crossgate Commons, replacing the defunct MJ
Designs. I have a spooky feeling of deja vu as I walk
through Michael’s, as I have trouble distinguishing it
from it’s predecessor — their inventory looks extremely
similar. Most hobby items are list price (but they do have
coupon specials from time to time). Their model rocket
selection looks to be smaller than MJD, with most
engines (3 packs), about 10 RTFs, about 10 kits, and the
24-engine Blast-Off pack at $39.99 (ouch! - compare to
Toys R Us [when in stock] at $25). Plastic models are a
fair selection, but all U.S. manufacturers (Revellogram,
AMT/Ertl, Testors), none of the foreign selections that
MJ Designs had (although the new Hobbytown at the foot
of Wolf Road probably has just about any plastic kit you
can think of :). Rockets and such are on the middle of the
right wall of the store. For their grand opening they had
one-day discounts of up to 50% — I stocked up on an
Estes Blast Off pack and a can of Propel airbrush
propellant.

Summary
As you can see,
Plastic Model
Conversion is not a
simple event. All
things considered, I
guess it’s amazing that as many PMCs qualify as they
do now. Now you know all of the things you need to
design and build successful PMCs. To summarize: pick
a feasible model, select the proper power, design a good,
rugged motor mount/recovery system, stabilize it, and
fly a boilerplate to test it all before you build the real
thing. If you follow this design process, you have an
excellent chance of successfully flying your PMCs. Let's
knock 'em dead at the next meet! [This last statement is
not meant to be taken literally. - ED]
Jeff Vincent, the author of this opus, is a long-time PMC
aficionado, with a long record of wins in NAR PMC
competition, including a first place at NARAM-26 and a
second place at NARAM-24 (and almost knocking them
dead at NARAM-31). Jeff wishes to acknowledge the
assistance of Art Rose in the formulation of some of the
stability rules.
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Also on the local front, Mark Hutchinson made note of
The Gamer's Guild in Clifton Country Mall. Prices are
good, and selection is moderate. They stock 1/2A through
D and have boosters, uppers, and plugged (I think). The
store also carries plastic models from Tamiya (my
personal favorite), in air, land, and sea genres. Prices are
reasonable for a mall store, for example, a Tamiya
motorcycle model is around $12.00. Definitely worth at
least a stroll through. Rockets are near/against the back
wall.
One more local note, I’ve heard that J&P’s Trains &
Hobbies in Latham now has the two-packs of Quest
Micro Maxx rockets in stock now. No more buying the
starter sets to get the rockets! The price is five dollars for
a pair of teeny rockets. He is expecting to stock the Micro
Maxx motors soon, but has not yet received them.
The Launch Pad is a manufacturer of scale military
missile kits suitable for D,E, & F motors. They offer a
discount for bulk purchases to clubs:
$200.01 - $300 total retail — 34% off,
$300.01 or more total retail — 44% off.
Check out their kit offerings of the Launch Pad at: http://
www.the-launch-pad.com Contact Wolf if you are
interested in participating in an ASTRE bulk order.
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(Continued from page 1)

try, but nailed the last one for a max or near-max for
third place. I also took pictures of others since I am the
SpRocketry article writer for this event. If you had any
interesting designs/flights you think I missed, please email them to me soon.
I believe Monday was the Town Hall/Board Meeting. I
tried to go to these evening activities since I missed
them last year due to results processing duty. Many
interesting topics were discussed, indoor rocketry (no,
this isn't approved), the current BATF situation, etc. The
one inquiry I remember from the official Board meeting
was George Gassaway asking that his RCP that passed
two years ago be put into the Pink Book. Oh yeah,
Monday was Sport Scale turn-in. Lots of pretty wellmade designs that others can cover better than me. I
turned in my Aeolus, a seven engine cluster that could
stage too. It is now documented in Peter's 1999 ROTW
Supplement.
Tuesday's events were 1/2A Stupid-Roc Altitude and B
Rocket Glider. My “early calm to get a return” Rocket/
Glider was extremely flat and glassy 45 seconds. I had a
Apogee 1/2A engine that didn't move the recovery
system, kick the motor, or even blacken the inside of the
tube. I was rather happy with Apogee motors this year, I
flew eight 1/4A's in regionals this year, and had no
problems, and only one misfire. I put up a 13mm
uncompetitive design to get 8th or something. I once
again tried to hunt thermals for my last R/G flight, but
had bad luck. I got a disappointing hangfire and then my
wind-finicky model arced badly and never stabilized
into glide for a DQ. The single flight hung on for
second, amazingly.
I don't have the money to attend the auction, and I'm not
a section president or advisor, so I skipped Tuesday's
evening activities to go out on the town with college
friends who live in Pittsburgh. Details need not be
represented here.
Wednesday brought 1/2A Flexwing and A Streamer
MR. I had my flexwing pull a DQ no glide on me, then
stalled it for 72 seconds or something to insure a return
and 3rd place. My first streamer flight on an A2-5
proved that it was too humid for tracing paper. When
returned, it looked like I hadn't even folded it. I was
flying 13mm peeled from the inside designs with a 10.5
mm engine tube. Al de la Iglesia loaned me some 4"
wide mylar and I pleated a streamer. One good flight of
a minute and something, then I picked great air and
thermalled the thing away. Alas, those of you who drove
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home east may have seen my model still hanging there,
well on its way to next year's RAMTEC. Thanks to the
early no hang-time flight, I only got third. A few fliers
lost both their first streamers to the trees, unable to make
a third flight. Once again, I got to watch the anomaly
flight of the day, Chad Ring putting some blackshaft tube
and some orange tube to 162 meters or something
ridiculous.
I missed the first half of the manufacturer's forum due to
the fact I went to dinner with infamously late section
members. I got back in time watch a few, but I'm sure
someone else will make a better, fuller report of the longwinded production.
I gave my R&D report while the competitor's forum was
going on, my first complaint of the week. I would rather
have missed something else, I did want to hear and talk
about things at the competitor's forum and I didn't want to
be disrespectful and run out during my opposition's
speeches. Because very few were in attendance, no one
can back me up when I say that I really did think I
presented a good report. Certainly nothing like some of
the C and Team divisioners can do, I don't have the
money/experience to do some of the great work they did.
I did do a “real” R&D report, I will use the data I got
whether the judges think I will or not. More on this later.
Thursday was single event day, we only flew B Eggloft
Duration. Thermals weren't going to be as active since we
only flew until noon, so I made an early flight of 45
seconds in my beat up Apogee streamliner with a 30" red
biohazard chute. I got out a B7-4 and a new, lighter
model only to get bad air and 30 seconds. The first flight
hung on for second as everyone caught bad early air. Bob
Kaplow’s 31 minute flight proved that model/engine
selection is not as important as catching a great thermal. I
actually thought he might recover the flight after the first
10 minutes, but then watched it get carried up, up, and
away while I sport flew my Fractal Explorer again. B74s were not required to win the event, it was all in
catching a good (but not too good) thermal.
Thursday was another day of milling around talking to
people, watching C & Team divisioners give R&D
reports, etc. Everyone began picking up sport scale
models early, but the static scores were in. I was in 6th or
something, but still in range of first with a good
clustered, staged flight with chaff, too. I spent a few
hours fully prepping my model and building extended
solar ignitors.
Friday I flew Spot Landing first thinking we had to until
Rod announced you could fly it anytime. Oh well, the
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wind was better for spot landing in the early morning
anyway. I put a BT-20 model with a streamer up on a
1/4A2-2 to get 14 meters and first place. Note, that if I
was an A Divisioner, I would have gotten fifth. I am
telling you, small kids know something about spot
landing that those of us in the double digits have just
forgotten.
Then I got around to flying Sport Scale. Ryan W. had
predicted lots of carnage. Sometime Mark Johnson
loaned me a Veri-Fire (?) igniter tester which verified
that I hadn't screwed up my igniters. I put the seven
ignitors in the seven mini-motors, put some Apogee
Staging igniters in the upper stage, checked the fit and
put it on my long 3/16" rod. I was actually pleased at the
number of people taking pictures of my model. By this
time Rachel had actually managed not to crash her
beautiful Soyuz model, although Chad Ring had to
recover it from a tree.
I thought everything through in my mind and hooked up
the clips. I asked Trip to call an “on your feet heads up”
which he rightly did. Some motors lit, the model jumped
off the pad, and started to climb. I knew pretty soon
because of the timing that it was not going to stage. The
delay smoke from the outboards was already going and
a few people were exclaiming “stage, stage!” I knew it
was doomed. The ejection charges started going, some
little chutes popped out, and the upper stage fell off the
adapter and pranged right in, luckily downrange. Quite
disappointing. Upon examining the carnage, the center
motor of the booster had not lit and the upper stage had
no chance. The igniter hadn't popped, probably due to
the outboards lighting and burning through the leads or
some other such luck. One outboard also didn't light.
Anyway, I didn't get the huge number of mission points
I was going for and was DQ'ed. I had my boilerplate top
stage which I could swap in for the smashed parts but
was ready to call it quits. I hadn't made igniters, didn't
even have another set of eight motors, and definitely
didn't have time to do the prep job right. Bob Kaplow
weighed the model and talked me into using a B7-4 to
make a single stage qualified flight. I refused the offer of
some “Official Launch Crue Prang Duct Tape” because
I really was worried about the weight. I made the flight,
it ejected about 20 feet over the heads of Trip Barber
and Ed LaCroix. By some mastery of luck and
coincidence, this flight ended up taking 4th to a 3rd
place tie and some lost models.
Everyone else had interesting flights. Bill Dauphin of
Big ASP Hams proved that the G-Whiz accelerator
didn't get enough kick from the F25 to light the
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outboards in his Delta III. George Gassaway and
Southern Neutron did something wrong to his shuttle the
first flight, then put it back up for a beautiful second
flight. Yes, as reported, the Jekyll & Hyde Vanguard did
not fly to a fit of sanity and an attack of time. John
Pursley had said it wasn't really ready, but entered it for
judging anyway. It will be nice to see if he has it or
some new project working by next year. Kevin
Wickart's big MU-3(?) flew nicely but the pods didn't
fall away properly. Glenn Feveryear flew his gorgeous
Astrobee 1500 again, but lost it in the trees. Even with
50 max damage points, he still got third. Other than that,
HUVARS cleaned up C division Sport Scale with Mark
Chrumka taking first with an Astrobee 300A (I think,
maybe), Roger Wilfong's Saturn 1-something and Peter
Alway taking fourth with his Black Brandt IX.
I was out in the field examining the sacrifices to the
rocket eating trees when Pierre Miller and Rick Gaff
came around looking for an ASP. They said it was a
beautiful ASP, so I immediately joined in the search.
Obviously, we beat the ASP pun into the ground for half
an hour without finding the ASP.
I got back to the hotel and goofed off for awhile. My dad
showed up for the banquet and we went. I ended up
trophying in 9 out of 10 events for my last year as a B
divisioner. Steve Lubliner won the President's Award for
his contributions to the High Power Cert program and
RSO training program. Peter Alway is now officially
'the man' for the next year and officially a cool rocket
guy for life winning the Howard Galloway award, the
highest honor a rocketeer can earn, for his contributions
to Scale modeling. Something like 90-95% of the Sport
Scale entries this year used some or all of his data.
Very cool and well-deserved.
I was mildly disappointed with the R&D results. I
thought I had done a decent job at a report, and I thought
I had answered questions well, etc. I went to the banquet
thinking I had a halfway decent shot at first in R&D and
meet champ. Turns out of the four B division entries,
mine was a three-way tie for third. Immediately Chad
Ring opened his wallet and George Gassaway asked
Tom Lyon how this happened. It says in the Pink Book
judges cannot withhold places which they tried to do. (a
note here: this is not personally aimed at any of the
judges, or my competitors, simply an essay into what I
think was wrong. I'm also trying to stay away from
sounding like a whiny kid, since I have been a C
divisioner for days now.) To fix the problem I got a
new trophy the next day for a three-way tie for second. I
honestly thought I deserved better than that. If the
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judges think my project was crappy and entered for
flight points, I would've rather been DQ'ed. If they think
I didn't have a working knowledge of my topic, then,
fine DQ me, but I thought I demonstrated more than
that. Unfortunately, this happened on another year where
Tom Beach and Joyce Guzik weren't present, the same
as the judging problems had during NARAM 37. Again,
I think this was a serious problem and I think R&D
should be moved into it's own class now. When a
competitor actually takes the time to enter a decent R&D
report and takes time away from building/testing other
events, they should be rewarded. Instead, it seems the
judges didn't want to differentiate at all between reports,
thereby I shouldn't have bothered to take any time at all.
I should've just entered my "I flew my rocket twice,
once with a piston, and the pistoned flight had the same
duration as the non-pistoned flight so pistons are crap"
report. I know I've rambled now, sorry all.
Oh yeah, almost forgot. I was very pleased to hear that
CSAR was runner-up for Section of the Year. Congrats
to winner NARHAMS and co-runner-up NIRA, but I
think even our President was a bit surprised at this
excellent bit of news.
Soon afterwards, my dad left for home. He got home in
four hours while it took me six during daylight hours the
next day. He took most of my trophies and some tubes
home to save room in my overflowing car.
I stayed up most of the night. Ryan W. bought Chad
Ring some friends in buying pizza and taking it to
Chad's room. Eventually, Chad dozed off for a bit, and I
started to joke about hauling most of Ring Rocketry
down two doors to my room. Chad walked into my
room at least 20 times thinking our room was his, so it
would have been a good joke, but alas, he woke up and
kicked everyone out before I stole his Superroc trophy
(which would have completed my set of ten).
Ryan W. and I sat around discussing the old days when
NARAM was one big party at night, but, alas, those
times seem to be dead. Seems too many partiers have
grown up, gotten married, and/or had kids. I did see one
of the ominous rabbits hopping around the pool area,
drinking from a beer can, then hopping merrily along.

next year's NARAM is being held a week earlier, it
would only be 50 weeks until our traveling circus went
back up.
So, yes, I spent my first day as a C divisioner driving
home. I got stuck on I-70 for about an hour for some
unknown construction reason. Road seemed fine on the
way there. I made it through the years where most
modelers leave. I can credit this mostly to joining a
NAR section, CSAR, and attending four NARAMs.
When you attend a NARAM, it is just so cool to meet all
these other people even more crazy than you about
rockets. Even though I missed all the social activities at
N-37, it will still be memorable for the flying
conditions. All these people just milling about flying
and talking about rockets. Trust me, it is something to
experience for yourself if you can.
I got home at six. I was in bed by eight. I woke up the
next day at eleven to drive to a CSAR meeting and show
off my hardware. Everyone was quite impressed, I'll just
have to see if I can pull this kinda stuff off in C division.
I've just read Peter Alway's post [to be published in our
next issue - ED]. Trust me, Peter, you are the certified
cool rocket guy. I know I wouldn't be scale modeling
much or at all (certainly not having the data to fly either
my MX-774 [second at N-40, placed well in two
regionals], or my Aeolus [4th after a wonderful crash..
err.. maybe you don't want credit for that]). Heck, I'm
even thinking about building more scale models. Maybe
some I won't even fly at a NARAM. Maybe some I build
in my dorm room, paint in the parking lot and fly in the
baseball field at college.
I had a great time at this NARAM, and will despite all
odds, try to make it out to Colorado to see if this treeless
environment really exists. I must admit I have never
been in an area where I can't see a tree. I would swear
they are everywhere, but I guess I will have to see for
myself.
And the reports about me being the babe magnet of
NARAM-41 are probably exaggerated. Or made up
entirely for the amusement of married C divisioners.

I slept for a bit. I woke up so Rod could change my third
place in R&D to a second place, sat in the lobby saying
goodbye to folks. As Peter Alway remarked, we tore
down the little rocket village we made, and all went
home. It was little consolation to remark that because
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ASTRE Calendar
ASTRE Contacts :
Wolf von Kiparski
Jeff Vincent
Chuck Weiss

437-9747
439-2055
883-8312

wolf@netheaven.com
jvincent@wizvax.net
cbweiss@telenet.net

homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where
club business is discussed first, followed by either general
"what's new," or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule
can change, and it is advisable to contact Jeff Vincent, or Wolf
von Kiparski to find out about any last-minute changes.

September 13 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house,
39 Cherry Ave., Delmar, 7:00 pm. Topic: Plastic Model
Conversions.

How to get to Jeff's house...
Your destination is 39 Cherry Avenue in Delmar. Take Rt.
85 south/west (accessible from I-90, State Offices, Rt. 20, or
Krumkill Rd.). After Rt. 85 changes from divided highway to
two-way, you'll see the following landmarks (note, this is a
complete list of the traffic lights you'll see):
• traffic light at Blessing Road, continue straight
• traffic light at New Scotland Road, take right to stay on
Rt. 85
• traffic light at Rt. 140, take a left, follow to the end (1
mile)
• traffic light at Kenwood Avenue, go straight on to Cherry
Ave.
• my house is 0.2 miles in from Kenwood Ave. It is the
third house in a set of three similar houses on the right
side of the street. There should be parking for 2-3 cars in
the driveway, or, directly opposite my house (left side of
Cherry Ave.) is Oak Street, and I believe there should be
no trouble parking along the road there.

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type.

September 19 - Kind of Wimpy 5 (KOW-5) Open Meet Johnstown, NY. Events: 1/2A PD MR, 1/2A B/G, 1/4A
SD MR, Sport Scale. Contact: Wolf von Kiparski.
September 19 - Apollo 11 Commemorative Launch Johnstown, NY. Bring your Apollo-era scale models and
celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon
mission. Contact: Wolf von Kiparski.
October 11 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 7:00 pm.
October 16 - Plastic Fantastic Local Meet - Johnstown,
NY. Events: PMC, 1/2A SD MR. Contact: Jeff Vincent.
June 17-18, 2000 - RAMTEC-8 Regional meet - Center
Valley, PA. Events: 1/4A PD, A B/G, 1/2A HD, C
ELDur, Sport Scale. Contact: Glenn Feveryear, 717456-5570.
July 29 - August 4, 2000 - NARAM-42 NAR Annual Meet Canon City, CO. Contact: Ken Mizoi, 303-368-5209 or
www.naram2000.org
For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see:
http://www.wizvax.net/jvincent/nercb.html

For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's

ASTRE Membership Application
Name

Membership Dues (check one):

Address

[ ] Junior member - $5.00
(under 18)

City
State

Zip Code

Phone

Date of birth

NAR number

Tripoli number
Send to: ASTRE
c/o: Charles Weiss
49 North St.
Broadalbin, NY 12025
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[ ] Senior member - $10.00
(over 18)
[ ] Family membership - $15.00
Number of newsletters:
Please make checks payable to
"ASTRE".
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How To Get To The Flying Field
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27)

off the Thruway
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for

one mile.
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge

onto Route 5 West.
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right

onto Route 67.
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after

passing FMCC, take a right onto the small
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you
will see JBJ Equine on your right. Follow the
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk
to the range.

ASTRE’s Next Meeting - September 13 - 7pm Monday night at Jeff Vincent’s house (PMC!)
ASTRE’s Next Launch - Sept. 19 (Sunday) - Apollo 11 Launch & Kind of Wimpy 5 Open Meet
In This Issue - Ryan Coleman’s NARAM-41 report and Plastic Model Conversion
Jeff Vincent
Box 523
Slingerlands, NY 12159

